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Shifting knowledge to insight

We are committed to lifelong learning and offer a unique 
selection of more than 500 short courses across 20 fields 
of industry.  We also provide a choice of different training 
options that suit your needs and range from scheduled 
short courses and online and/or blended courses to 
Continued Professional Development (CPD) courses 
and customised corporate training to meet the growing 
demands of the changing global business and professional 
environments.

TRAINING SOLUTIONS

Choose from a variety of career-focused training  
options customised to your needs.

The best selection of training solutions customised to  
your own identified skills development needs.

Maximise career-growth opportunities  
within all industries and places of work.

Enrol in specialised training programmes and  
short courses for industry-aligned learning experiences.

Access training around the clock and  
complete it at your own pace.

Online and blended (hybrid) courses provide access to  
training opportunities anywhere and at any time.
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Keep up with the latest developments  
in your field of expertise.

Complete CPD courses* to maintain your professional status  
and keep your expert knowledge up to date.

(*Registered with various local and international professional industry bodies.)

Take your knowledge to the next level with  
an entry point to formal qualifications.

With select credit-bearing* courses, you can start  
building your portfolio towards degree outcomes.

(*Credits are afforded in specified circumstances only and exclusively to formal degree programmes presented by UP.   
See the index for more details on credit-bearing courses and applicable programmes.)

Earn a certificate by a world-class,  
top-ranked* university.

Receive a certificate** of either successful completion  
or attendance issued by the University of Pretoria. 

(*QS World University Rankings. **Relevant assessment criteria apply to the specific certificate earned.)

We currently live in a world governed by 
unprecedented technological advances – artificial 
intelligence, 3D printing and self-driving cars to mobile 
supercomputers, robotics and nanotechnology – that 
are all evidence of the significant change that is starting 
to happen around us right now.

We are on the brink of the Fourth Industrial Revolution 
that will no doubt change the way humankind lives, 
works and relates to one another. We are experiencing 
change at a speed unlike anything the world has 
experienced before, that compels us to live and create 
realities that were previously unthinkable.

As a means of contributing to the overall growth of 
the global market and anticipating future shifts in the 
way we have to do business, Enterprises University of 
Pretoria (Enterprises UP) provides specialised training 
programmes and short courses for skills development 
as well as research and advisory services for critical 
business insights to both our clients and individuals in 
South Africa and beyond.

What better way to remain on top of global changes 
in every walk of life and industry than through a 
partnership with a leading training and research 
provider that is backed by a solutions-driven approach 
and experts from the University of Pretoria. 

We not only ensure that you increase productivity and 
enhance service excellence in your line of business, but 
also that you continuously engage in groundbreaking 
knowledge transfer in an ever-changing world by 
always shifting knowledge to insight.

The rapid and vast changes we are beginning 
to experience in both our personal and 
professional lives call for a drastic shift in our 
thinking patterns and the way in which every 
industry will need to conduct business in the 
near future. Not only will business models 
in each and every trade need to transform 
in order to meet the growing needs 
and demands of consumers, but – more 
importantly – we will need to make a shift in 
the way we see and experience the world.
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Our solutions present a multifaceted value proposition aligned with 
organisational objectives, personal growth and skills development 
goals – either as a combination of Training Solutions and Research 
Solutions or as distinct solutions on their own. This also means 
that your company can optimise on B-BBEE scorecard points with a 
combination of our offerings that support the following outcomes:

SOLUTIONS-DRIVEN APPROACH

1

Work readiness 
development.

Let entry-level employees 
acquire the right skills to help 

them integrate into the world of 
work more easily.

2

Workplace Skills Plan 
(WSP) activation.

Develop capacity and equip 
designated employees with 

professional skills aligned with 
industry needs.

3

Community 
engagement.

Ignite change in communities 
through experiential training 

and innovative business 
opportunities.

4

Enterprise and supplier 
development.

Invest in small business entities 
and start-ups that aspire to be 

more effective, efficient and 
sustainable.

W          O          R            K

WHY PARTNER WITH US?

Personalised services to 
achieve unique business 

and professional 
development goals.

Innovative solutions 
for targeted training and 
critical business insight. 

An extensive 
international footprint 

spanning six continents.

Draw from leading 
industry experts and 
South Africa’s finest 

thought leaders.

A single point of entry 
for all training, research 
and advisory services.

Access to all knowledge 
outputs from the 

University of Pretoria.

We provide a service offering that spans 50 plus areas of 
functional expertise and capability. Within each of these 
areas the total service offering is well balanced between 
applied research, advisory services and specialised 
business units. Most of our projects are highly customised 
and the solutions contained within each project draws on the 
latest best practice as informed by science and evidence.

RESEARCH SOLUTIONS

Make business decisions informed  
by scientific evidence.

Science and scientific methods are embedded  
within our total solution offering.

Implement solutions that are shaped by and  
applicable to real-world challenges. 

The strong symbiotic relationship between science and application  
enables us to generate solutions that are both innovative and practical.

Enrich your perspective by allowing multidisciplinary  
project teams to generate 360 degree insights.

We deploy various knowledge experts on the same project  
to generate enriched perspectives and diverse views.

Be a beneficiary of our creative journey  
with new ideas and solutions.

We are a breeding ground for new ideas, solutions and innovations –  
and only after they have been tested and applied do we put them into practice.
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For more information about our 
full range of available training 
programmes and short courses, visit 
www.enterprises.up.ac.za/training-
solutions. 

Also enquire with us about possible 
CPD points on any of our courses, or 
visit www.enterprises.up.ac.za/cpd-
courses for an updated list.

See a range of relevant research and 
advisory services at the end of this 
section.



More than ever before, the public sector should become a persistent 
driver of investment in initiatives and instruments to help channel 
innovation in response to the Fourth Industrial Revolution.1 It is no 
longer merely national, provincial or local governments’ responsibility 
to deliver public infrastructure and services, but through disciplined, 
responsible and deliberate investment and a mission-orientated 
approach to drive technological innovation, public–private 
partnerships will more actively start to shape markets and stimulate 
economic growth.2 The benefits of transformation strategies to 
overcome municipal budget deficits, maintaining a stream of much 
needed projects, providing additional investment in the form of 
private sector capital and fast-tracking economic development are 
vital.

Meeting such a challenge, however, will require a shift in championing 
an entrepreneurial public sector and kick-starting a collaboration with 
private sector to share the responsibility of policies and consequent 
initiatives that will ensure growth and pro-job forecasts.2 With our 
products and services in Public Administration and Management, 
you will be able to gain invaluable insights, knowledge  and skills 
in policy-making, planning, design, implementation, operation and 
maintenance, and monitoring, as well as the financing of service 
delivery in the public–private partnership sphere to meet the 
challenge head-on and be better prepared for the future.

1. World Economic Forum. 2015. How can the public sector help boost innovation? Available at https://
goo.gl/xt4iot.

2. World Economic Forum. 2016. Harnessing public–private cooperation to deliver the new urban agenda. 
Available at https://goo.gl/YZW6Wo.

3. World Economic Forum. 2013. Strategic infrastructure: steps to prepare and accelerate public-private 
partnerships. Available at https://goo.gl/fFQbgT.

2.2%
The annual growth of GDP per capita 

in Africa that can be achieved by 
fit-for-purpose infrastructure.3

15–25%
The average economic return  

yielded by public infrastructure 
investments globally.3

Public Administration  
and Management
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Reporting on Predetermined Objectives
___________________________________________

The short course in Audit Readiness: Reporting on Predetermined 
Objectives provides you with preparatory knowledge to conduct 
successful audits on predetermined objectives for all public sector 
departments, entities and municipalities. During the course, you will 
acquire the necessary skills to compile a performance information 
report in line with stipulations of the Public Audit Act of 2004, with the 
aim to indicate whether your reported entity performance is reliable, 
accurate and complete. You will also gain essential information on 
the importance of compliance regarding reporting requirements, 
relevant audit processes and objectives, the performance reporting 
cycle and regulatory requirements, roles and responsibilities.

See also: Financial Management and Taxation

Fiscal Decentralisation and  
Subnational Government Finance
___________________________________________

The Fiscal Decentralisation and Subnational Government Finance 
short course provides you with specific insights to the management 
of effective public sector reform and the public finance dimension 
of intergovernmental relations in the African context. During this 
course, you will not only gain invaluable knowledge of various 
policies and practical issues that need to be considered with regard 
to fiscal decentralisation and subnational government expenditure 
and revenue assignment, but you will also become familiar with 
intergovernmental transfers, capital financing, borrowing and debt, 
appropriate sources of revenue for subnational government, and 
policy and administrative issues regarding property tax as a revenue 
source.

See also: Financial Management and Taxation

GRAP/IPSAS Financial Reporting
___________________________________________

The GRAP/IPSAS Financial Reporting short course provides you 
with detailed and in-depth knowledge of the implementation 
and financial reporting structures of the Generally Recognised 
Accounting Practice (GRAP) and International Public Sector 
Accounting Standards (IPSAS) as required of all South African 
(and international) public sector entities. The course focuses on 
the recognition, measurement (both initial and subsequent) and 
disclosure requirements of these standards, and provides you with 
practical guidance in the preparation and compilation of GRAP/IPSAS 
compliant annual financial statements. This course is presented in 
collaboration with the Ducharme Training Institute. 

See also: Financial Management and Taxation

Municipal Cash Handling and Customer Care
___________________________________________

The short course in Municipal Cash Handling and Customer Care 
provides you with the requisite knowledge and skills in effectively 
managing cash flow and customer service in the municipal finance 
department – with specific relevance to supervisory debtors and 
payments counter staff. The course covers various topics of effective 
cash management, duties and responsibilities around cash handling, 
the cash handling business framework and relevant processes. You 
will also come to better understand your specific municipality’s values, 
standards and operational controls in relation to cash handling and 
customer care, including the measurement of customer care success 
and commitment to customer service excellence.
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CERTIFICATE
Attendance

DURATION
2 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P003633

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
5 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P001710

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
3 study blocks of 5 days each

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P006159

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
2 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P005993
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Management Programme (SAQA ID 48965)   MFMP
___________________________________________

The Municipal Finance Management Programme provides you 
with a full scope and understanding of the selected legislative 
regulatory framework that governs the public sector management 
and administration environment, enabling you to interpret South 
African legislation and policies that specifically affect municipal 
finance management. The programme is presented in support of all 
requirements of the National Treasury regulations (as stipulated in 
the Government Gazette) on the minimum competency levels for 
municipal officials. You will become familiar with aspects of strategic 
management, budgeting, implementation and performance 
management, municipal accounting and risk management, cost 
and capital planning, supply chain management and project 
management.

Municipal Public Accounts  
Committee Training Course                              MPAC
___________________________________________

The Municipal Public Accounts Committee Training Course   
(US 116343; 116348; 116358; 119334) provides you with insights to 
the authority, monitoring and reporting functions of the Municipal 
Public Accounts Committee (MPAC) stipulated in the Local 
Government Municipal Systems Act (MSA) of 2000 (as amended), 
the Integrated Development Plan (IDP) and the Service Delivery and 
Budget Implementation Plan (SDBIP). The course covers all aspects 
of the interrelationships between and within the three spheres of 
government and other stakeholders, the concepts and principles of 
oversight and accountability, communicating with all stakeholders 
to enhance effective oversight, as well as evaluating issues of service 
delivery in context of oversight processes.

Online Course in  
Supply Chain Management for Public Officials
___________________________________________

The Online Course in Supply Chain Management for Public 
Officials provides you with a better understanding of the principles, 
regulations and legislation specifically underlying Supply Chain 
Management (SCM) in the public sector that will enable you to 
further acquire requisite skills in public finance management and 
administration. The course covers topics of SCM principles, systems 
and resources and how to secure and manage supplier contracts. 
You will also gain invaluable insights to the elements of SCM in 
South Africa, including demand, procurement (acquisition), logistics, 
disposal and performance management, and guidelines to the 
legislative framework and policies in the public sector.

PFMA Supply Chain Management  
Bid Committees Course
___________________________________________

The PFMA Supply Chain Management Bid Committees Course 
provides you with the skills and tools needed to operationalise 
the legislative requirements – as stipulated in the Public Finance 
Management Act (PFMA), Preferential Procurement Policy 
Framework Act (PPFA) and Preferential Procurement Regulations – in 
order to help you successfully implement supply chain management 
systems in your municipality and/or organisation. In addition to 
various aspects of the concept of supply chain management, you will 
come to understand the delegations, roles and functions of various 
bid committees (including their meeting procedures), as well as the 
application of the preference point system and calculation of points.

See also: Supply Chain Management and Logistics
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CERTIFICATE
Competent (LGSETA)

DURATION
6 study blocks (28 Unit Standards)

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P002803

CERTIFICATE
Competent (LGSETA)

DURATION
5 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P006211

CERTIFICATE
Competent (LGSETA)

DURATION
5 weeks online (US 119345)

MODE OF DELIVERY
Fully online

COURSE CODE
P003485

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
3 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P002579
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Public Financial Management                     
___________________________________________

The short course in Public Financial Management provides you 
with the requisite insights to the implementation and implications of 
the Public Finance Management Act (PFMA) of 1999 (as amended) on 
your role as middle or senior financial manager in the public sector. 
The course specifically covers various topics of the basic concepts and 
principles required for sound public financial management in order 
to comply with National Treasury regulations, to execute effective 
reporting and to apply the necessary performance requirements 
for strategic planning and budgeting, expenditure classification, 
performance measurement, asset and risk management, as well as 
internal control for financial accountability.

Public Financial Management for 
Non-Financial Managers
___________________________________________

The short course in Public Financial Management for Non-Financial 
Managers provides you with knowledge and skills in the basic 
concepts and principles of financial management in the public sector 
as general middle or senior manager. The course aims to provide you 
with a basic introduction to the Public Finance Management Act 
(PFMA) of 1999 (as amended), together with insights to National 
Treasury regulations, the Medium-term Expenditure Framework 
(MTEF) process and effective strategic planning to effectively 
perform your duties that pertain to financial outcomes. You will also 
develop a better understanding of financial procedures, calculations 
and activities of a business enterprise.

Infrastructure Delivery Management Programme: 
Foundation Course                                         IDMP
___________________________________________

The Infrastructure Delivery Management Programme (IDMP): 
Foundation Course provides you with critical insights and 
enhances your skills in the effective use of the Infrastructure 
Delivery Management System (IDMS) and Infrastructure Delivery 
Management (IDM) Toolkit in order to achieve standardised work 
methods and improved workflow. The course gives specific attention 
to infrastructure planning and budget alignment with infrastructure 
delivery. During the course, you will also come to understand the 
purpose, processes and principles of the IDMS – as highlighted by 
best-practice methodologies – to familiarise yourself as operational 
public sector manager with the processes, procedures and guidelines 
available in the IDM Toolkit.

See also: Built Environment and Construction

Infrastructure Delivery Management Programme: 
Executive Course                                                       IDMP
___________________________________________

The Infrastructure Delivery Management Programme: Executive 
Course is aimed at senior managers in the public sector infrastructure 
environment in order to take advantage of the implementation 
of the Infrastructure Delivery Management System (IDMS) and 
subsequent use of the Infrastructure Delivery Management (IDM) 
Toolkit. The course is designed with the specific aim to familiarise 
yourself with the IDMS and its processes and procedures as applied 
to both inter- and intradepartmental decision-making processes on 
an executive level. During the course, you will become more aware 
of the advantages of the IDMS and how it specifically impacts on 
infrastructure delivery and management.

See also: Built Environment and Construction

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
3 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P000167

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
5 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P000196

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
4 study blocks of 5 days each

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P002860

CERTIFICATE
Attendance

DURATION
5 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P006263
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Planning and Budgeting                                         IDMP
___________________________________________

The short course in Infrastructure Delivery Management 
Programme: Planning and Budgeting provides you with an 
operational training intervention for managers in the public sector 
who are responsible for planning and budgeting activities within the 
different Infrastructure Delivery Management System (IDMS) process 
levels. This includes areas of portfolio, programme and project 
management, as well as operations and maintenance, with the aim 
to foster effective implementation of the IDMS and subsequent 
use of the Infrastructure Delivery Management (IDM) Toolkit. 
During the course, you will also be equipped with the standardised 
work methods and improved workflow that contribute to the 
implementation of the IDMS.

See also: Built Environment and Construction

Infrastructure Delivery Management Programme: 
Supply Chain Management                                      IDMP
___________________________________________

The short course in Infrastructure Delivery Management 
Programme: Supply Chain Management is designed to provide 
you with operational level training intervention as manager in the 
public sector who is responsible for supply chain management 
activities within the different IDMS process levels, including portfolio, 
programme and project management, as well as operations and 
maintenance. The aim of the course is to further foster the effective 
implementation of the Infrastructure Delivery Management System 
(IDMS) and use of the Infrastructure Delivery Management (IDM) 
Toolkit – specifically based on supply chain management – towards 
the realisation of standardised work methods and improved 
workflow in infrastructure delivery.

See also: Built Environment and Construction

Municipal Integrated Development Planning
___________________________________________

The Municipal Integrated Development Planning short 
course provides you with an essential overview of the municipal 
development planning landscape as impacted on recently with the 
promulgation of the Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act 
(SPLUMA) of 2013. The course introduces you to the new SPLUMA 
by-laws and the new roles and responsibilities of both municipalities 
and provincial governments in development planning. This has 
resulted in an entirely new principle-led approach to spatial planning 
and land use management with a set of application procedures and 
protocols with their own definite challenges for municipal planners, 
consulting planners and decision makers. 

See also: Built Environment and Construction

Board Induction Training Course
___________________________________________

The Board Induction Training Course provides you with a 
customised governance and leadership training initiative to 
effectively embody your role as board member of a Municipal 
Owned Entity (MOE). This course introduces you to the complex 
set of strategic aims and demands mandated by various legislative 
frameworks for Municipal Leaders, including the Municipal Systems 
Act, Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA), Companies Act 
and King Code of Governance Principles (King III). You will also 
develop a better understanding of the highly regulated environment 
in which MOEs operate that could hinder performance, but can still 
effect growth if risks are managed appropriately.
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CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
5 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P006264

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
5 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P006265

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
5 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P001138

CERTIFICATE
Attendance

DURATION
5 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P003592
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Metro Governance Excellence
___________________________________________

The Metro Governance Excellence short course provides you 
with the requisite skills, expertise and knowledge of the municipal 
context and its dynamics in your role as municipal councillor. During 
the course, you will develop a good understanding of your oversight 
and leadership mandate as the community you serve places higher 
demands on capacity and expectations for service delivery. You will 
come to understand the core dimensions of (i) acting as legitimate 
representative of the community you serve, (ii) providing general 
leadership and monitoring and oversight roles in the council, and 
(iii) acting as custodian of municipal resources (especially public 
finances).

Programme in Legislative Drafting
___________________________________________

The Programme in Legislative Drafting provides you with the 
requisite skills and competencies to produce clear, effective and 
implementable legislation and directives that comply with the 
requirements of the Constitution and based on the Commonwealth 
system of legislative drafting. Specifically aimed at legislative drafters 
in government, compliance officers, drafting consultants in private 
practice, as well as drafters of rules and regulations for other organs 
of state and/or parastatal bodies, this programme will provide you 
with the necessary confidence to appropriately translate policy 
guidelines to new primary and secondary legislation, including the 
amendment of existing legislation or drafting of new legislation.
 

Executive Development Programme 
for the Public Sector
___________________________________________

The Executive Development Programme for the Public Sector 
provides you with a professional skills development course aligned 
with the Senior Management Service (SMS) Competency Framework 
in order to acquire the appropriate skills set at executive level. The 
programme will equip you as senior manager in the public sector 
sphere with the requisite knowledge and skills to perform your day-
to-day operations effectively in a democratic, developmental state. 
The programme covers key points of the competency framework, 
including areas of strategic planning and management, human 
resource management, financial management and budgeting, 
programme and project management, as well as knowledge and 
information management.

See also: General Management and Leadership Development

Leadership Development Programme 
for Municipal Councillors
___________________________________________

The Leadership Development Programme for Municipal 
Councillors provides you with a comprehensive theoretical 
understanding of and practical competency assessment in Integrated 
Development Planning (IDP), Local Economic Development (LED), 
municipal budgeting and financial management as councillor in 
the local government sphere. The programme covers all relevant 
legislation, policies, powers and functions of the intergovernmental 
relations system (local, provincial and national) of South Africa, and 
introduces you to key indicators and strategies in municipal planning 
and project implementation processes, IDP and LED preparation 
and review processes (including the relevance of the Spatial 
Development Framework), sustainable municipal budgeting and 
appropriate financial reporting structures.
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CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
3 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P006148

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
15 contact days or 20 weeks online

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions or Fully online

COURSE CODE
P000078

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
3 study blocks of 5 days each

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P006126

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
4 study blocks with 1 contact day each

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P005990
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Development Programme                                                           MMDP
___________________________________________

The Municipal Management Development Programme provides 
you with the requisite skills and knowledge of the major managerial 
and financial management issues of the municipal council in 
order to enable you to make a meaningful contribution towards 
the introduction and implementation of the policies (including 
professional practices) applicable to your role as municipal councillor. 
The programme covers specific topics of Local Government 
legislation, strategic management, integrated development planning 
and management, as well as financial management for non-financial 
managers. You will also develop a better understanding of leadership, 
governance and ethics, public management and principles, and 
policy development in the Local Government sphere.

Executive Leadership Municipal 
Development Programme                          ELMDP
___________________________________________

The Executive Leadership Municipal Development Programme 
provides you with the fundamental background in order to better 
understand the management function of and intergovernmental 
relations applicable to Local Governments either in your role as 
municipal senior manager or leader. The programme is designed to 
ensure accelerated development of knowledge and skills required 
for the effective implementation of your municipality’s vision 
and mission by focusing on how the South African government 
functions, how to effectively manage municipal finances, the 
theory and practice of municipal policy, political power as opposed 
to administrative functioning, as well as integrated development 
planning and municipal service provision.

Programme in Empowering Responsible 
Leaders in Local Government
___________________________________________

The Programme in Empowering Responsible Leaders in Local 
Government provides you with a high-level exposition of both 
the theoretical and practical aspects of responsible leadership as 
applicable to the local government sphere. The programme covers 
specific topics of the meaning and application of public sector 
leadership, political leadership and how these various aspects 
of leadership can be applied in the workplace. You will also gain 
invaluable insights to ethical leadership, accountability, social justice 
and equity as the basis for good governance, and therefore, a clean, 
transparent and effective local government system that is aligned 
with the National Development Plan (NDP).

See also: General Management and Leadership Development
*See index
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CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
8 study blocks of 2 days each

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P000348

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
16 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P001063

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
5 study blocks of 3 days each

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P005364

*
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Development Programme                                                            PMDP
___________________________________________

The Public Management Development Programme provides 
you with the required working knowledge and understanding of 
major managerial and financial management issues encountered 
in your capacity as public sector councillor or senior manager. The 
programme specifically covers various aspects of strategic operations 
management and service delivery, knowledge management and 
organisational transformation, public financial management, 
programming and project management, as well as secure delivery 
management and problem solving. During the programme, you will 
also get a better grip on administrative law and governance, apply 
the principles of sound people and performance management, 
and identify and apply principles of effective leadership and 
management.

Executive Public Management 
Development Programme
___________________________________________

The Executive Public Management Development Programme 
provides you with the necessary insights and knowledge as public 
sector senior manager to be able to create dynamic teams, promote 
innovation and risk taking, an implement continued organisation-
wide learning strategies. During the programme, you will gain 
exposure to new ways of thinking and operations in a changing 
work environment and acquire the requisite skills to take on your 
managerial role with more confidence, make the right decisions 
at the right time and unlock your creative powers in the process of 
bringing about change – whether in your department, organisation, 
teams or in individual members.                 

Knowledge and Information  
Management for Senior Managers
___________________________________________

The Knowledge and Information Management for Senior 
Managers short course provides you with requisite skills to enhance 
your knowledge-based management capabilities by means of both 
an academic and practical approach to knowledge and information 
management in the public sector. The course focuses on topics of 
decision making and policy advice, implementing information 
systems based on needs and development analyses, as well as 
contributing to the creation and sharing of knowledge in the 
public sector environment. This course is aligned with the Senior 
Management Service (SMS) Competency Framework in order to 
acquire the appropriate process competency skills set on a senior 
manager level.

People Management and  
Empowerment for Senior Managers
___________________________________________

The People Management and Empowerment for Senior 
Managers short course provides you with requisite skills to enhance 
your skills in managing teams and individuals by setting goals that 
take various individual approaches and levels of responsibility into 
account. The course focuses on topics within the human resource 
practice setting and empowering employees to make purposeful 
contributions, allocating relevant resources and solving problems 
in an effective way by taking accountability for their time and duty 
served. This course is aligned with the Senior Management Service 
(SMS) Competency Framework in order to acquire the appropriate 
core competency skills set on a senior manager level.

*See index
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CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
4 study blocks of 4 days each (4 Unit Standards)

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P000185

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
8 study blocks of 3 days each + 1 study block of 4 days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P001141

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
3 contact days and online application

MODE OF DELIVERY
Blended (Contact and online)

COURSE CODE
P005869



CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
3 contact days and online application

MODE OF DELIVERY
Blended (Contact and online)

COURSE CODE
P005881

* 
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Leadership for Senior Managers
___________________________________________

The Strategic Capability and Leadership for Senior Managers 
short course provides you with requisite skills to enhance your 
strategic leadership capabilities in your role as a public sector senior 
manager. The course specifically emphasises the process of strategic 
thinking within the public sphere, implementing strategic planning 
and reporting, as well as executing tasks aligned with government 
strategies that are in line with the most current theories of 
management and leadership locally and internationally. This course 
is aligned with the Senior Management Service (SMS) Competency 
Framework in order to acquire the appropriate core competency 
skills set on a senior manager level.

*See index

Asset Management for the Public Sector
___________________________________________

The short course in Asset Management for the Public Sector is 
specifically designed to assist you in gaining the requisite knowledge 
and insights in the management of physical assets by developing 
your management skills and equipping you with particular tools 
and techniques that you will need to succeed in the management 
of public sector assets. Unlike the private sector, the imperative for 
managing public assets is not profit, but quality of service delivery. 
The course therefore delves deeper into the cross-disciplinary 
practices of asset and maintenance management, as well as public 
service, by practical application in the public sector sphere.

See also: Engineering and Technology Management

Business Presentation and  
Public Speaking in the Public Sector
___________________________________________

The Business Presentation and Public Speaking in the Public 
Sector short course provides you with the skills and insights 
to communicate more effectively as part of your organisation 
or public department’s strategy for visibility, profitability and 
industry leadership. During this course, you will learn how to set 
yourself apart by focusing on designing and delivering concise and 
informative presentations, speaking confidently and communicating 
(interacting) more effectively, and evaluating the impact and success 
of your presentations. You will also come to understand the nature 
and dynamics of various types of presentations and learn to make 
use of the Story Strategy method.

Capacity Building for Tourism Practitioners
___________________________________________

The Capacity Building for Tourism Practitioners short course 
provides you with the requisite insights to implement effective 
tourism-orientated development initiatives within the local sphere 
of government by enhancing your knowledge in all facets of the 
tourism environment. Tourism is a very profitable economic sector in 
South Africa, where people in both a local and international context 
can explore thriving natural and cultural gems. The course therefore 
covers a range of topics that will introduce you to tourism and include 
tourism legislation, integrated tourism planning, tourism research 
and statistics, tourism asset and infrastructure management, tourism 
marketing and information provision for tourism.

See also: Sport, Tourism, Arts and Culture
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CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
3 contact days and online application

MODE OF DELIVERY
Blended (Contact and online)

COURSE CODE
P005868

* 

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
3 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P000360

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
3 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P003508

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
5 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P003015
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Sites and Visitor Information Centres
___________________________________________

The Capacity Building for World Heritage Sites and Visitor 
Information Centres short course provides you with the necessary 
skills and knowledge to undertake effective tourism promotion and 
marketing, including the dissemination of information, for world 
heritage sites and visitor centres. The course covers various topics of 
customer service, communication, presentation, time management, 
as well as business management and research skills. You will also 
gain insights to government, the private sector and the civil sector to 
grow a domestic tourism economy, including knowledge of policies 
that impact on the role of centres within the tourism value chain and 
critical tourism assets.

See also: Sport, Tourism, Arts and Culture

Implementation of Public Service Standards
___________________________________________

The short course in the Implementation of Public Service Standards 
provides you with the necessary knowledge of how public service 
standards can be practically applied to service delivery in the public 
sector and how to ensure that a more structured process is followed. 
The course specifically looks at standards that are anchored in goals 
and objectives, have a bearing on current and emerging policy issues, 
are both valid and reliable, and are quantifiable in the measurement 
of observed behaviour. You will also become familiar with service 
standards applicable to both internal and external clients and the 
compilation of accessible standards.

Integrated Public Sector Risk Management
___________________________________________

The Integrated Public Sector Risk Management (US 116339) short 
course provides you with the knowledge and insights to enable the 
implementation and maintenance of effective risk management 
systems for public sector entities (including municipalities) based 
on the principles of Enterprise Risk Management (ERM). The course 
specifically aims to effectively deal with uncertainty-associated risk 
and/or opportunities by enhancing institutional capacity and focuses 
on establishing organisational and governance risk structures, 
developing risk policies and procedures, applying risk management 
approaches and setting risk appetite and tolerance levels. You will 
also be able to identify and assess risks and employ international 
best-practice risk controls.

Monitoring and Evaluation for the Public Sector
___________________________________________

The short course in Monitoring and Evaluation for the Public 
Sector (US 337059) provides you with the requisite skills to effectively 
execute monitoring and evaluation (M&E) processes that can assist in 
assessing performance and identifying contributing factors to public 
service delivery. During the course, you will gain invaluable insights 
to the importance of M&E as a tool for the public sector to manage 
performance-related processes of policy implementation, strategic 
management and programme/project management. You will also 
come to understand the roles and responsibilities of government 
officials as implementing agents of M&E, including the composition 
of the government-wide M&E framework and its intended outcomes.
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CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
5 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P002992

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
3 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P002182

CERTIFICATE
Competent (LGSETA)

DURATION
2 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P006143

CERTIFICATE
Competent (LGSETA)

DURATION
5 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P003419
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___________________________________________

The Municipal Asset Management (US 116362) short course 
provides you with the requisite knowledge of strategic planning, 
budgeting and resource allocation in relation to performance-
related policy planning processes in order to develop and implement 
assets and liability management policies within municipalities. 
During the course, you will come to better understand aspects of the 
preparation and assessment of banking finance, municipal liabilities 
management, municipal assets leasing, as well as municipal assets 
management and planning. You will also gain the necessary know-
how to develop a municipal asset management plan, including 
aspects of planning, acquisition, maintenance, disposal and asset 
lifecycles in asset management.

Policy Management, Implementation 
and Analysis in the Public Sector
___________________________________________

The short course in Policy Management, Implementation and 
Analysis in the Public Sector provides you with the necessary 
knowledge to diagnose and identify current public policy issues, 
possible problems that may arise in policy formulation and 
implementation, as well as specific needs with regard to current 
situations in all three spheres of government. During the course, 
you will not only gain the skills to solve basic operational problems 
related to service delivery and the delegation of tasks, but you will 
also gain insights to best-practice techniques and methods that can 
be used to formulate effective policies for the public sector.

Project Management for Public Officials
___________________________________________

The short course in Project Management for Public Officials 
provides you with the requisite skills and knowledge in support of 
your role as government official and/or manager with a focus on 
policy and planning, programme management, public financial 
management and planning instruments – including the Medium-
Term Strategic Framework (MTSF) and the Medium-Term Expenditure 
Framework (MTEF). During the course, you will gain the necessary 
insights to be able to define the concepts of project and project 
management and consequently discuss the contribution of project 
management to your own organisational success (with specific 
reference to project-based public management in any sphere of 
government).

See also: Project and Risk Management

Public Policy: Public–Private Partnerships
___________________________________________

The Public Policy: Public–Private Partnerships short course 
provides you with a comprehensive overview of the steps involved 
in assessing, planning, developing and implementing public-private 
partnerships (PPPs) among government, businesses and various 
non-governmental organisations (NGOs). During the course, you will 
gain invaluable exposure to the contractual aspects of PPPs between 
public sector institutions or municipalities and private parties, 
including the financial, technical and operational risk factors that 
are involved. The course also provides you with the opportunity to 
develop competencies that relate to PPPs through the development 
and implementation of the Work Plan on Return (WPR) as well as 
Toolkits.

CERTIFICATE
Competent (LGSETA)

DURATION
2 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P006168

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
4 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P000265

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
5 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P000183

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
2 study blocks of 5 days each

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P002782
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Formulation for Public Officials
___________________________________________

The short course in Strategic Planning and Policy Formulation for 
Public Officials provides you with a sound understanding of strategic 
management, annual performance planning and the basic aspects 
of policy formulation and implementation for the public sector. 
The course specifically focuses on the Acts that inform the Annual 
Performance Plan (APP), various aspects relating to budgeting and 
the achievement of outputs, as well as relevant decision-making 
tools, including: the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 
threats (SWOT) analysis, how an organisation’s mission, vision and 
value system are determined; and utilising different policies aligned 
to the needs of your department and/or public entity.

Tourism Capacity Building for  
Policy Makers at Local Government
___________________________________________

The Tourism Capacity Building for Policy Makers at Local 
Government short course provides you with the requisite insights to 
all facets of tourism relevant to the development of a robust tourism 
industry in your respective municipality. Tourism requires the support 
of official structures and policies in order to remain competitive in 
an ever-changing global tourism market, and this course therefore 
considers the importance of tourism as an economic sector, 
specific roles of government and the private sector, tourism master 
planning, integration of tourism into the Integrated Development 
Plan (IDP), and ways of supporting development of tourism at Local 
Government level.

See also: Sport, Tourism, Arts and Culture
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CERTIFICATE
Competent (PSETA)

DURATION
5 contact days (US 120307; 120301; 114585; 120311)

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P002870

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
2 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P003230

• Programme and Project Management for Senior Managers (P005871) [*Credit-bearing]
• Public Financial Management for Senior Managers (P006145) [*Credit-bearing]
• Public Policy, Problem Solving and Analysis for Senior Managers (P005870) [*Credit-bearing]

FORTHCOMING AND 
NEW SHORT COURSES
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The Strategic Municipal Advisory, Research and Training Solutions (SMART) Programme offers a targeted 
intervention that supports the core business mandates of local, metropolitan and district municipalities. This 
is done by strengthening organisational dynamics through related service offerings, responding to the ever 

challenging demands of operating in a municipal space and enhancing capacity across the board.

Shift to a dynamic solution for service delivery excellence.

STRATEGIC MUNICIPAL ADVISORY, RESEARCH AND TRAINING SOLUTIONS (SMART)

enterprises.up.ac.za/smart-programme
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Shifting knowledge to insight
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Public Administration and Management
RESEARCH AND ADVISORY SERVICES

• Baseline assessments
• Characterisation of public spaces
• Classroom and literacy assessments
• Curriculum, course material and programme development, evaluation and review
• Development and review of awareness programmes
• Development of assessment tools
• Early childhood development
• Education management, law and policy studies review and development
• Educational psychology research
• Feasibility studies
• Impact evaluations
• Monitoring and evaluation of programme outcomes
• Qualitative focus groups facilitation
• Quantitative evaluation and assessments
• Safer communities and schools
• School management coaching
• Stakeholder planning engagement workshop

• Assessments:
– Blasting impact
– Environmental impact
– Herbicide tolerance and resistance investigations
– Land capability, soil and vegetation
– Seismic and hazardous risk
– Vibration impact
– Toxicology services

• Atmospheric emissions licensing consultancy
• Development of plans:

– Air quality management
– Environmental awareness
– Environmental management
– Land rehabilitation
– Water management

• Geotechnical analysis and support services
• Land stewardship facilitation
• Licence application advisory services
• Surveys:

– Ornithological
– Visibility studies

• Water governance and institutional reforms
• Waste management research and advisory services
• Water utilisation

• Actuarial valuation and consultation
• Behavioural financial risk profiling assessments and development of associated tools
• Business taxation and strategy development
• Cost benefit analysis

EDUCATION 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
MANAGEMENT

FINANCIAL 
MANAGEMENT
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HUMAN CAPITAL 
MANAGEMENT

• Credit risk analysis
• Due diligence studies
• Financial impact assessments
• Fraud risk management
• Income predictor and segmentation model development
• Price modelling
• Property taxation in Africa 
• Risk management and modelling
• Tax legislation and governance in Africa
• Tax policy and tax administration on the African continent

• Assessments and evaluations:
– Development of assessment centres, facilitation and ongoing support
– Human rights awareness and impact assessments
– Job evaluations, grading and profiling advisory services
– Pre-and post-assessments of training interventions
– Psychometric assessments
– Risk assessment and management plans
– SkillCheck™ – online assessments and testing
– Skills audits
– Skills planning and development

• Career path plans review and development (Talent Management)
• Change management
• Employee work attendance diagnostic investigations
• Executive coaching and mentoring 
• Leadership framework research and development
• Organisational review, design and restructuring
• Organisational skills development
• Organisational Skills Index (OSI)
• Review and development of HR policies
• Review and development of HR strategic plans
• Surveys:

– Online and clicker system surveys for employees, clients, markets and research
– Employee satisfaction and perception surveys

• Clinical drug trials
• Conducting baseline assessments and feasibility studies
• Development of assessment tools
• District Health Systems, clinic services and re-engineering
• Environmental health community health workers (CHWs)
• Expert consultation and witnessing in the field of forensic toxicology
• Forensic drug testing
• Health ethics
• Health human resources, finances, standards and information
• Health promotion
• Health strategy, operations and transformation
• Health systems leadership, management and organisation

HEALTH 
CARE

We deploy multifaceted teams of experts that provide customised and 
innovative research and advisory services for a competitive edge 
shaped around our ability to put science into practice. 

Our operating paradigm is shaped around solutions applications 
in relation to real-world challenges experienced by our clients, as 
well as daily challenges in our communities and society. With this 
in hand, we offer a diverse range of empirical, business-to-business  
Research Solutions across the full lifecycle of projects:
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S • Hospital boards and health governance
• Maceration and analysis of human remains
• Monitoring and evaluation of programme outcomes
• Occupational health and safety assessments, evaluations and surveys
• Programme outcome and impact evaluations
• Project, contract and quality improvement management in health services
• Research and studies related to primary and hospital health care
• Research ethics
• Research and advisory services related to:

– Tuberculosis (TB)
– Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)
– Malaria
– Non-communicable diseases (NCDs)
– Mental health
– Maternal, new-born and child health (MCNH)

• Area-based plan review and development
• Community participation facilitation
• Development of Integrated Development Plans (IDPs)
• Development of Spatial Development Frameworks (SDFs)
• Economic development research and advisory support services
• Feasibility studies
• Human settlement strategy development
• Land claims and investigations research
• Local economic development planning strategy development, review and evaluation
• Modelling and scenario building
• Policy review and development
• Property sector profile compilation, strategy development and implementation programme
• Regulatory Impact Assessments (RIA) and Socio Economic Impact Assessment Systems (SEIAS)
• Review and development of by-laws
• Rural development strategy development
• Rural, urban and regional planning
• Strategic planning, research, monitoring and evaluation, and knowledge management support 

to municipal, regional and provincial institutions/agencies
• Transport system impact studies and evaluation of project implementation and outcomes

• Business human rights
• Child law
• Disability rights
• Indebtedness investigations
• International and comparative law
• Legislative review and amendment drafting
• Regulatory advisory and compliance audits
• Regulatory Impact Assessment (RIA)
• Review of Acts
• Trade, customs and cross-border law advisory services
• Transport law

• Airline management and marketing, frequent travellers and loyalty programmes
• Airline network modelling
• Business and corporate travel
• Competency studies regarding in-house travel facilities
• Development and review of sport and recreation strategies
• Development and review of tourism strategies
• Development and review of event strategies and toolkits
• Development of tourism policy frameworks and new tourism legislation
• Environmental management practices within both the sport and tourism industries
• Market analyses (supply and demand) for tourism investment

For more information about our full offering of research and advisory services, visit  
www.enterprises.up.ac.za/research-solutions

HEALTH CARE 
(CONTINUED)

LAND USE MANAGEMENT
AND SPATIAL PLANNING

LAW AND 
LEGISLATION

TOURISM
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The following credit-bearing courses provides you with an entry point to formal degree programmes exclusively presented by 
the University of Pretoria (with credits afforded towards the specified degree modules):

Faculty of Economic and Management Sciences    Module code and credits
Advanced Programme in Labour Relations Management   ABV700
Basic Course in Financial Investigation     FRA710  (20 credits)
Economic Crime Schemes      FRA701  (20 credits) | FRM802 (15 credits)
Fraud Risk Management      FRA702  (20 credits) | FRM801 (15 credits)
Interviewing Skills for Fraud Examiners and Auditors   FRA708  (20 credits)
Investigation and Management of Cyber and Electronic Crime  FRA707  (20 credits) | FRM805 (15 credits)
Investigation of Financial Crime     FRA703  (20 credits) | FRM804 (15 credits)
Labour Relations       ABV320  (20 credits)
Law for Commercial Forensic Practitioners    FRA704  (20 credits) | FRM803 (15 credits)
Module in Advanced Module in Basic Taxation (Graduate Level)  BEL300  (40 credits)
Module in Advanced Module in Basic Taxation (Postgraduate Level)  BEL751  (40 credits)
Module in Basic Taxation      BEL200  (40 credits)
Money Laundering Investigation and Detection    FRA705  (20 credits) | FRM806 (15 credits)
Prevention and Detection of Procurement and Contract Fraud  FRA709  (20 credits)
Programme in Empowering Responsible Leaders in Local Government  OBS781  (20 credits)

Faculty of Health Sciences      Module code and credits
Online Course in Higher Exercise Science and Personal Training  FLG331  (18 credits)
Online Course in Neuroscience Visual Skills Testing and Training  FLG211  (12 credits)
Online Course: Introduction to Neuroscience Coaching   FLG327  (30 credits)

Faculty of Humanities      Module code and credits
Advanced Course in Employee Assistance Programmes   UPO923  (15 credits)
Cross-Cultural Communication     LCC715  (20 credits)
Sport Facilities and Events Management     MBK709  (27 credits)

School of Public Management and Administration   Module code and credits
(credits towards enrolment in the Master’s in Public Administration [MPA])
Strategic Capability and Leadership for Senior Managers    PAD803 (20 credits)
Programme and Project Management for Senior Managers   PAD804 (10 credits)
Public Financial Management for Senior Managers    FHB800 (20 credits)
People Management and Empowerment for Senior Managers  HPB801 (20 credits)
Public Policy, Problem Solving and Analysis for Senior Managers  OXA800 (10 credits)

Successful completion of credit-bearing short courses entails that a candidate who otherwise complies with all the admission requirements for corresponding 
formal degree programmes – as published annually in the respective year faculty year books of the University of Pretoria – may upon registering for the formal 
programme obtain credits for the corresponding degree modules. Normal application processes for admission to formal programmes at the University of 
Pretoria must be followed. Certificates of successful completion of credit-bearing short courses issued by Enterprises University of Pretoria must be submitted 
during the application for recognition of allocated credits.

Licensed content

• CCNA® and CCNP® are registered trademarks and used under licence of Cisco Systems, Inc. (https://www.cisco.com).
• BABOK® Guide is a registered trademark and used under licence of the International Institute of Business Analysis 
          (http://www.iiba.org).
• Herrmann Whole Brain® Thinking System, Thinking Accelerator® and HBDIinteractive®are registered trademarks and used under  

licence of Herrmann International (http://www.herrmannsolutions.com).
• Incoterms® is a registered trademark and used under licence of the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) (https://iccwbo.org).
• JBCC® is a registered trademark and used under licence of the Joint Building Contracts Committee® NPC (http://www.jbcc.co.za).
• PMP®, PMI® and PMBOK® Guide are registered trademarks and used under licence of the Project Management Institute, 
          Inc. (http://www.pmi.org.za).

Credit-bearing courses ℗

Copyright © 2019 Enterprises University of Pretoria (Pty) Ltd

All rights reserved.
No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying and/or digital 
reproduction, or by any information storage and retrieval system, without the copyright owner’s permission.



Partner with Enterprises University of Pretoria to make the shift towards 
integrated training, research and advisory services by collaborating 
with world-class experts to create all-inclusive corporate solutions.

Shift to training and research solutions made to measure.

Shifting knowledge to insight
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Training programmes and short courses
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Customised courses for corporate training
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